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Key Selling Points
A stunning, practical guide to knitting sustainable garments for the whole family 
Features 30 pattern instructions for all seasons of the year, with a trendy, Nordic slant 
The author has over 83,000 Instagram followers under her handle @witredesign.

Description
Versatile, stylish and sustainable, this stunning collection of patterns includes snuggly mittens and beanies as well as chunky sweaters, flattering 
dresses, cool summer tops and even a zipped skirt.
Bursting with Nordic charm and elegance, and the perfect antidote to fast fashion, every garment in this book has been lovingly designed to last.
A Knitter's Year will see you through four seasons of clothes to make for your whole family; each piece is lovingly designed by the author, Ida, 
who is shown throughout the book, modelling the garments, along with her family, in their native Norway.
The clothes include jackets, jumpers and skirts for adults, as well as cosy winter gear for the children.
A Knitter's Year features 30 projects, so you'll never be wanting for inspiration, whatever the season. Some projects are new and exclusive to the 
book, and all designed with love by Ida herself. 

About the Author
Ida Wirak Trettevik is the woman behind Witre Design, a stylish, sustainable brand that creates knitted clothes and patterns, which launched in 
2018. The brand is all about creating patterns that will inspire others to knit their own wardrobe, piece by piece, using materials of the highest 
quality and longevity.

Ida has been knitting from a very young age, having learnt from her mother and aunt, but she found her true vocation in advanced knittingwhen 
she was ordered to rest while pregnant with one of her sons. She and her husband and their three boys now live on the Norwegian island
of Engeløya. 
Ida presently has over 83,000 followers on her Instagram account under the handle @witredesign
www.witredesign.no
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WINTER
Grey gloves, Grey winter hat, Thick winter sweater, Classy pencil skirt, Urban sweater for women, Warm winter scarf, Urban sweater for children
SPRING
Permafrost sweater, Chunky knit sweater, Fawn sweater, Fuzzy cardigan, Cropped t-shirt
SUMMER
Nordic summer top for children, Tube top, Midsummer culottes, Cropped-sleeve summer top, Nordic summer vest
AUTUMN
Retro button-down dress, 'Northwest' vest top, Airy summer dress, Cardigan, Chunky sweater, Urban sweater for men, Coarse cardigan
'smoking jacket', Turtleneck sweater, Musk jacket for children
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